by bypassing the muscle spindle and directly stimulating the afferent nerve. Studying H-reflex modulation provides insight into how the nervous system centrally modulates stretch reflex responses.
The H-reflex is similar to the monosynaptic stretch reflex, but is evoked by electrically stimulating the afferent nerve instead of mechanically stretching the muscle spindle. It has been extensively studied in humans, especially regarding its modulation for different tasks and different phases of a task (for recent reviews see Brooke et al. 1997; Capaday, 1997; Zehr & Stein, 1999) . Studying the H-reflex instead of the stretch reflex has both limitations and advantages. One limitation is that it does not reflect changes in fusimotor activation or musculotendon mechanics during movement because it bypasses the muscle spindle. As a result, it is possible that H-reflex modulation is not always behaviourally relevant (Andersen & Sinkjaer, 1999; Kearney et al. 1999) . However, circumventing changes in fusimotor activation and musculotendon mechanics can be advantageous because it allows for an examination of spinally mediated reflex modulation.
Previous studies on reflex modulation during human locomotion have concluded that soleus H-reflex gain is greater for walking than for running (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) . Measurements of H-reflex gain are not calculated directly but are inferred based on an operational definition of reflex gain. H-reflex gain is calculated as the slope of the relation between H-reflex amplitude and electromyography (EMG) amplitude (Capaday & Stein, 1986 , 1987a Edamura et al. 1991) . During a given task, a higher level of EMG will coincide with a higher H-reflex amplitude because of an increase in excitability of the motor neuron pool at the same reflex gain (Pierrot-Deseilligny, 1997) . Comparing slopes for different tasks is a way to compare the increase in H-reflex amplitude for a given increase in EMG amplitude. Past studies that have examined H-reflex gain in this manner have found that walking has a much higher slope than running even though both gaits have y-intercepts at the origin (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) . This suggests that there is a greater difference in reflex responses between walking and running when muscle activity is high. When muscle activity is low, walking and running have similar reflex responses.
A limitation of past studies has been the inability to make H-reflex measurements over a range of EMG levels during locomotion. It is advantageous to make H-reflex measurements over a large range of EMG levels because the accuracy of gain calculations increases with the range of muscle activation levels. Furthermore, measuring H-reflex amplitudes at different muscle activation levels is necessary to test the hypothesis that H-reflex gain is independent of muscle recruitment during locomotion. Edamura et al. (1991) attempted to increase the range of muscle activation levels for their H-reflex measurements by examining humans walking and running at multiple speeds. However, in addition to increasing muscle activation, increasing locomotion speed also increased H-reflex inhibition (Edamura et al. 1991; Brooke et al. 1997) . No study has been able to examine human H-reflex gain for different levels of muscle recruitment at the same locomotion speed.
The purpose of this study was to assess soleus H-reflex gain during walking and running over a range of muscle activity levels. We used simulated reduced gravity to reduce soleus muscle recruitment during human locomotion. At lower levels of gravity, soleus EMG would presumably be less than soleus EMG at normal earth gravity due to reduced body weight load. This protocol allowed us to examine the relationship between H-reflex amplitude and EMG amplitude at the same locomotion speed but lower muscle activation levels. We hypothesised that soleus H-reflex gain would be independent of gravity level. We based this hypothesis on the observation that changes in muscle activity level do not directly alter reflex gain during non-locomotory tasks (Gottlieb et al. 1970; Capaday, 1997; Pierrot-Deseilligny, 1997) . Thus, changes in muscle activity level should not directly alter reflex gain during locomotion.
METHODS

Subjects
Eight healthy male subjects between the ages of 21 and 42 years participated in this study (mean body mass 76.2 kg, standard deviation 6.3 kg). The local committee for the protection of human subjects gave approval for the study, the procedures conformed to The Declaration of Helsinki, and subjects provided written consent.
Experimental design
All subjects walked at 1.25 m s _1 and ran at 3.0 m s -1 on a motorised treadmill at four gravity levels (1.0, 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25 G). We randomised the order of gravity levels for each subject. Subjects walked before they ran for half of the levels of gravity and ran before they walked for the other half. All subjects walked or ran at each gravity level for a minimum of 2 min before we collected data. Previous studies have shown that this is sufficient time to familiarise subjects with the reduced gravity simulator and produce reliable and consistent locomotion mechanics (Donelan & Kram, 1997) . Each subject completed all trials in a single recording session.
Reduced gravity simulator
To simulate reduced gravity on the subject's centre of mass, a series of rubber springs provided a nearly constant upward force to each subject's trunk via a modified rock climbing harness (Fig. 1) . We adjusted the level of gravity by turning a winch attached to the opposite end of the springs, stretching the springs and increasing the upward force on the subject. The support force fluctuations were very small compared to the level of simulated gravity because the total displacement of the springs from resting length was much larger than the vertical movements of the subjects during locomotion. A strain gauge force transducer in series with the springs revealed that the support force fluctuations during each stride were within ±0.03 G for all support levels. Thus, although the simulator did not affect the gravity level acting on the swinging limbs, it did provide a reasonable approximation of reduced gravity on the centre of mass. Our hypothesis focuses on H-reflex gain during the stance phase of locomotion, so the lack of reduced gravity on the swinging limbs is not a major concern for our study. More detailed descriptions of this type of reduced gravity simulator can be found in a number of previous studies (He et al. 1991; Farley & McMahon, 1992; Donelan & Kram, 1997 Kram et al. 1997; Griffin et al. 1999; Chang et al. 2000) . The compliant support mechanism for the reduced gravity simulator did not restrict the vertical position of the subject and allowed normal centre of mass dynamics as subjects walked and ran (He et al. 1991; Donelan & Kram, 1997 Griffin et al. 1999) . Biomechanical and metabolic results from this type of simulator are similar to those found using horizontal suspension (Davis & Cavanagh, 1993) , underwater immersion (Newman et al. 1994) , and parabolic flight (Cavagna et al. 1998) to simulate reduced gravity.
Foot switches
Two electrical foot switches were taped to the bottom of each subject's shoe, one under the forefoot and one under the heel. The heel signal provided a consistent signal indicating the instant of foot contact at the beginning of stance, allowing us to synchronise data for multiple strides. Decreased plantar pressure during the second half of stance at low gravity levels often caused the foot switch under the forefoot to signal the end of contact before the foot was actually off the treadmill. As a result, we could not directly measure the ground contact time for subjects at all gravity levels. Multiple studies with similar simulators have found that ground contact time changes only slightly over this range of gravity levels (He et al. 1991; Farley & McMahon, 1992; Donelan & Kram, 1997) . Duty factors for humans at these speeds and gravity levels are typically around 0.6 for walking and 0.4 (1.0 G) to 0.3 (0.25 G) for running (He et al. 1991; Donelan & Kram, 1997; Chang et al. 2000) . The duty factor for running decreases under reduced gravity because ground contact time slightly decreases and stride period slightly increases (He et al. 1991; Farley & McMahon, 1992; Chang et al. 2000) .
Goniometer
We placed a twin axis electrogoniometer (Penny & Giles M-series, 1000 Hz recording frequency) on the lateral side of the ankle joint to monitor ankle position for five of the eight subjects. The goniometer broke during testing of the sixth subject. After data collection, we normalised individual strides of ankle joint position data to total stride time and averaged seven to 10 consecutive strides for each gravity and gait. We low-pass filtered the averaged position data using a fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth filter with an 8 Hz cut-off frequency. We calculated the amount of ankle dorsiflexion during stance by subtracting the minimum ankle angle during mid-stance (most dorsiflexed) from the initial peak ankle angle at beginning of stance (most plantarflexed). We also calculated the amount of plantarflexion by subtracting the minimum ankle angle during midstance (most dorsiflexed) from the following most plantarflexed ankle angle.
Electromyography
To examine the effect of reduced gravity on muscle activation patterns, we placed bipolar surface electrodes on four leg muscles (soleus, medial gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior and vastus lateralis). The inter-electrode distance was 2 cm. Prior to electrode placement, we shaved the skin and prepared the electrode sites with fine sandpaper and alcohol. We placed the electrodes over the approximate centre of each muscle belly for all muscles except the soleus. For the soleus, we placed the electrodes over the distal third of the soleus muscle below the insertion of the gastrocnemius muscle onto the Achilles' tendon in order to selectively record from the soleus. We connected small custom-built preamplifiers to the electrodes and wrapped elastic bandages around each subject's leg to minimise movement artifacts. Each subject's electrodes remained in place for all trials without being moved or replaced. The custom-built EMG amplifiers (gain 1000) had a frequency response of 20 Hz to 10 Hz. A personal computer sampled each EMG channel at 1000 Hz via an analog-to-digital board. We verified that cross-talk was negligible by visual inspection of the EMG signals. A previous study describes the EMG equipment and collection methods in more detail (Simonsen et al. 1995) .
After data collection, we processed the EMG signals by full wave rectification, normalisation to total stride time, and averaging seven to 10 consecutive strides for each gravity level and gait. We also used a fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz on the rectified averaged EMG to form linear envelopes. As a measure of relative activity between gravity levels, we took the mean of the rectified averaged EMG over the stride period (mEMG). We normalised mean EMG for each subject to the maximum value recorded for that subject and muscle at all gravity levels regardless of gait to reduce intersubject variability (Yang & Winter, 1984) .
H-reflex measurements
We elicited the soleus H-reflex by stimulating the tibial nerve with an AgCl cathode on the skin in the popliteal fossa (Medicotest Q-10-A) and a 4 cm diameter anode placed over the patella. We located the optimum site of nerve stimulation with a hand-held electrode using the criterion that soleus Ia afferents could be selectively stimulated at low stimulus intensities. The stimulus was a 1 ms square pulse delivered by a custom-built constant current stimulator. We measured the maximal evoked muscle response (maximal M-wave amplitude: M max ) and the maximal H-reflex amplitude while subjects stood motionless.
During locomotion, a custom-written computer program controlled the electrical stimulator and recorded the resulting H-reflex amplitudes (Dyhre-Poulsen et al. 1991) . The program sent a stimulus approximately every 2 s so that it was slightly out of phase with the gait cycle. This simulation interval dispersed the stimuli randomly over the gait cycle. We divided the gait cycle into 16 equal time slices and averaged the H-reflex measurements within each time slice to match previous H-reflex studies (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991; Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999 ). There were a minimum of four, and typically eight to twelve measurements, averaged together within each time slice.
We measured the peak-to-peak amplitude of the M-wave produced by the stimulus to monitor the effective stimulus strength. The
Figure 1. Reduced gravity simulator
The subjects wore a modified rock climbing harness attached to a series of rubber springs via a metal cable and multiple pulleys. Upward support force fluctuations were small within each stride (± 0.03 G). stimulating electrode can move relative to the nerve so it is necessary to monitor M-wave amplitude to ensure that a constant stimulus intensity reaches the nerve. The computer calculated the stimulus intensity necessary to evoke an M-wave that was 25% of M max based on M-wave amplitudes from previous stimuli. As the muscle contracts during locomotion, the muscle fibres move relative to the recording electrodes. This relative movement can change the magnitude of M max throughout a stride of locomotion (Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999) . As a result, stimulating to produce a constant absolute M-wave amplitude results in the recruitment of fewer motor axons if M max has increased. In contrast, stimulating to produce an M-wave that is a constant percentage of M max results in the recruitment of approximately the same number of motor axons. Recruiting approximately the same number of motor axons indicates that stimulus intensity to the afferent nerve is also constant.
The electrical stimulator delivered a second supramaximal stimulus 60 ms after the first stimulus in order to measure M max throughout the gait cycle. We determined supramaximal stimulus intensity by doubling the stimulus required to produce M max during quiet standing. Additional standing tests on one of the subjects demonstrated that this stimulus intensity was more than high enough to yield M max even with the leg flexed throughout the range of motion normally occurring during locomotion. Furthermore, the absence of an H-reflex after the second M-wave during all locomotion tests also verified that we had successfully elicited M max . If the stimulus did not produce a true M max , the H-reflex would not have been occluded from antidromic nerve activity. The program calculated the ratio of the M-wave immediately preceding the H-reflex to the M max immediately following the H-reflex. We only accepted H-reflex measurements where the M-wave was 25 ± 10% of the corresponding M max .
Although a measurement of M max at the exact instant of the H-reflex measurement would have been preferable to a measurement 60 ms later, it is not possible to stimulate both at a submaximal level and a supramaximal level at the same point in time. Offline analysis of H-reflex data where the M max measurement had been shifted 60 ms earlier produced no detectable differences in H-reflex modulation (Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999) . We also re-analysed a sample of the H-reflex data from this study by shifting M max values one time slice and using that M max value to select M-waves that were 25% M max . These re-calculated H-reflex mean amplitudes were always within 1 standard deviation of the previous H-reflex means. Repeated supramaximal stimulation can depress M max and H-reflex amplitudes when measured during rest (Crone et al. 1999) , but this depression does not occur during locomotion as demonstrated by comparisons of H-reflex data collected with and without a second supramaximal stimulus (Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999 ). In addition, we compared H-reflex amplitudes measured with and without a second supramaximal stimulus in one subject at different gravity levels and found no effect of the second supramaximal stimulus.
The computer program used a 'learning algorithm' to adjust the stimulus intensity during locomotion (Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999) . At each stimulation, the computer program measured M max and calculated the target M-wave amplitude (i.e. 25% M max ). If the M-wave collected immediately before the M max measurement was not within 25 ± 10% of the corresponding M max then the program adjusted the stimulus intensity either up or down for the next H-reflex measurement taken during that time slice of the gait cycle. This program allowed us to adjust stimulus strength based on fluctuations in M max during the gait cycle and avoid subject fatigue by reducing total experimental time.
H-reflex gain calculations
We calculated H-reflex gain in a manner similar to past studies (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) with two changes. For each of the 16 time slices during the gait cycle, we calculated the mean of the rectified averaged EMG during that time slice. Subsequently, we plotted a data point for each time slice with the mean H-reflex on the y-axis and the mean rectified averaged EMG on the x-axis. We fitted a linear least-squares regression to the data points at each gravity level and gait for each subject. The first difference from past studies is that we normalised H-reflex amplitudes and mean EMG measurements to the M max for that time slice. This corrected for changes in H-reflex and EMG values due to movement of the muscle fibres relative to the recording electrodes (Gerilovsky et al. 1989; Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999) . As a result of the normalisation, the slope of the H-reflex versus EMG linear regression was unitless. This slope served as our measure of H-reflex The ankle movement patterns were very similar at all gravity levels, but there was slightly less ankle dorsiflexion during the first part of the stance phase under simulated reduced gravity. We defined 0 deg as each subject's standing posture. The curves represent the average of seven to 10 strides at each condition. Heel strike is at 0% normalised stride time.
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gain. We also compared the y-intercept of the linear regressions between gaits and gravity levels.
The second difference concerns the exclusion of data with low level EMG amplitude from the linear regressions. The relationship between H-reflex amplitude and EMG level can only be defined unambiguously when there is a non-zero level of EMG (Edamura et al. 1991) . As a result, we set the following guidelines for including data points in the linear regressions. We included data points starting with the first time slice at the beginning of the stance phase. We stopped including time slice data points when the EMG time slice value fell below three times the lowest EMG time slice value for that subject and condition. Using four times the lowest EMG time slice value as the cutoff criterion produced virtually identical results due to the sharp decrease in soleus EMG at the end of stance (see Fig. 7 ). Using twice the lowest EMG time slice value as the cutoff would have included many low level EMG data points that were similar in magnitude to EMG levels from time slices 10-15 (i.e. during the swing phase). The EMG levels in time slices 10-15 presumably represent background noise in the EMG because the soleus muscle is not active during the major part of swing (see Fig. 7 ). Thus, we rejected twice the lowest EMG time slice value as the cutoff criterion because it would have included many EMG data points with magnitudes similar to background noise levels. Although the noise level did not change substantially between different conditions, using a condition-specific cutoff corrected for any inter-trial variation in background noise.
Our choice of cutoff criterion is different from past studies as other researchers have included data points with EMG values close to zero (see Fig. 4 in Capaday & Stein, 1987a and Fig. 2 in Edamura et al. 1991) . This could have potentially forced the linear regressions through the origin and altered the calculations of H-reflex gain (i.e. linear regression slope). The choice of the present cutoff criterion prevents this effect without altering the calculated slope between H-reflex amplitude and EMG at higher levels of muscle activation.
The exclusion of data points that have EMG values close to zero is necessary because EMG does not necessarily reflect the excitability of the motor neuron pool when there is no muscle activity. The mean value of rectified EMG reflects the overall excitability of the motor neuron pool when the muscle is active (Capaday, 1997) . When the muscle is inactive, sub-threshold changes in the resting potential of the motor neuron pool cannot be detected through EMG. For example, increased postsynaptic inhibition of an inactive motor neuron pool would decrease the resting potential and, as a result, decrease the amplitude of the H-reflex (Capaday & Stein, 1987b , 1989 . Because the muscle is inactive, the change in resting potential of the motor neuron pool would not be detected. This would lead to an erroneous calculation of H-reflex gain assessed by the relationship between EMG and H-reflex amplitudes.
Statistical tests
We used a repeated measures ANOVA to test for significant differences between gaits and across gravity within each gait for ankle joint kinematics, mean EMG, linear regression slopes, and linear regression y-intercepts (JMP IN software, SAS Institute, Inc.). We also used a one-sample Student's t test to determine if M max during locomotion was significantly different from the standing M max value. Significance was set at P < 0.05 for all tests.
RESULTS
Simulated reduced gravity did not substantially alter the movement pattern as locomotion kinematics were similar for all gravity levels. Stride frequency was independent of gravity during walking (P > 0.05) and decreased only slightly for the lower gravity levels during running (P < 0.01). Stride frequency was 0.93 ± 0.004 Hz for walking at 1.0 G and 0.90 ± 0.02 Hz for walking at 0.25 G (mean ± S.E.M.). For running, stride frequency decreased from 1.37 ± 0.03 Hz at 1.0 G to 1.12 ± 0.03 Hz at 0.25 G, an 18% reduction. Goniometer data revealed that ankle movement followed a similar pattern across gravity levels (Fig. 2) , but joint flexion slightly decreased under simulated reduced gravity (Fig. 3) . The amount of ankle dorsiflexion during the first part of the stance phase decreased from 15.1 to 7.5 deg for walking and Figure 3 . Mean peak ankle displacements for walking and running at four gravity levels During the first part of the stance phase the ankle joint dorsiflexes and during the second part of the stance phase the ankle joint plantarflexes. Although dorsiflexion slightly decreased under reduced gravity (*P < 0.05), plantarflexion was statistically independent of gravity level (P > 0.05). Error bars are standard errors of the mean and are sometimes small enough to be hidden by the symbol. from 15.8 to 7.7 deg for running (P < 0.05). The amount of subsequent ankle plantarflexion did not change significantly with gravity level (Fig. 3) . For walking it was 25.6 deg at 1.0 G and 27.4 deg at 0.25 G (P > 0.05). For running it was 40.9 deg at 1.0 G and 32.0 deg at 0.25 G (P > 0.05).
The muscle activation patterns were also similar across gravity levels although EMG amplitude decreased under reduced gravity for most muscles. Figure 4 depicts the averaged low-pass filtered EMG for a typical subject during walking and running at 1.0 G and 0.25 G. For all muscles, the patterns of the low-pass filtered EMG were remarkably similar between 1.0 G and 0.25 G conditions. The mean EMG decreased with reduced gravity in most instances (Fig. 5) . Vastus lateralis mean EMG decreased by 58% between 1.0 G and 0.25 G during running Figure 4 . Rectified averaged low-pass-filtered EMG (cutoff frequency 10 Hz) for a typical subject walking (A) and running (B) at 1.0 and 0.25 G Heel strike is at 0% normalised stride time. A, during walking, vastus lateralis activity was very similar for both gravity levels. The 75% decrease in gravity resulted in only a slight reduction in soleus activity but a substantial reduction in medial gastrocnemius activity. Tibialis anterior activity was similar for both gravity levels. B, during running, vastus lateralis activity was much lower at 0.25 G than at 1.0 G. Soleus and medial gastrocnemius activity showed similar reductions for the 75% decrease in gravity level. Although this subject demonstrated a slight increase in tibialis anterior activity under simulated reduced gravity, tibialis anterior activity remained constant for most subjects.
(P < 0.01) but was independent of gravity during walking (P > 0.05). Soleus mean EMG decreased by 15% during walking and by 32% during running between 1.0 G and 0.25 G (P < 0.01). Medial gastrocnemius mean EMG decreased by 54% during walking and 39% during running between 1.0 G and 0.25 G (P < 0.01). Tibialis anterior mean EMG was independent of gravity during both walking and running (P > 0.10).
For both walking and running, the maximal M-wave amplitude (M max ) for the soleus changed during the gait cycle but was similar across gravity levels. Figure 6 shows subjects' mean M max throughout the gait cycle. Walking and running M max values were significantly different from the standing M max value (P < 0.001). Locomotion M max values were highest near the end of the stance phase during walking and near the middle to end of the stance phase during running. Soleus EMG and peak H-reflex amplitudes decreased with reduced gravity for both walking and running (Figs 7 and 8 ). Figure 7 shows the subjects' mean rectified averaged EMG values throughout the gait cycle for the soleus. Peak EMG values for the rectified normalised time slice averages decreased by 27% for walking and by 36% for running over the fourfold reduction in gravity level (P < 0.05). Figure 8 shows the mean H-reflex amplitudes throughout the gait cycle. The H-reflex pattern was similar for all gravity levels but peak amplitudes were lowest for the 0.25 G conditions. H-reflex gain was independent of both gravity and gait but there were differences between gaits in y-intercepts of the linear regressions (Figs 9 and 10). Figure 9 shows an example of data and linear regressions for one subject. At the same level of EMG, walking H-reflex amplitudes were higher than running H-reflex amplitudes. The higher H-reflex amplitudes for walking were due to a vertical shift of the H-reflex versus EMG relationship and not due to a change in slope of the relationship (i.e. H-reflex gain) (Fig. 10) . The slopes of the linear regressions were the same for both walking and running (P > 0.6). The y-intercepts were significantly higher for walking compared to running (P < 0.001). Mean slopes for all gravity levels combined were 11.1 for walking and 12.0 for running. Mean y-intercepts for all gravity levels combined were 19.9% M max for walking and _2.5% M max for running. Both slopes and y-intercepts were independent of gravity for walking and running (P > 0.4).
DISCUSSION
As predicted by our hypothesis, H-reflex gain (i.e. the slope of the linear regressions) was independent of gravity level (Fig. 10) . H-reflex modulation during human locomotion does not depend on muscle activity level. This indicates that the neural mechanisms responsible for setting H-reflex gain during walking and running are not influenced by changes in motor neuron recruitment. It also validates the premise used in past H-reflex studies that H-reflex gain is independent of EMG amplitude during human locomotion.
H-reflex gain or threshold?
Contrary to previous studies (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) , we found that H-reflex gain was the same for walking and running. H-reflex amplitudes were lower for running than for walking at similar EMG levels. However, the difference between gaits was a H-reflex gain under reduced gravity J. Physiol. 530.1 Figure 5 . Mean EMG for walking and running at four gravity levels for all subjects We took the mean rectified averaged EMG over the complete stride for each subject and then normalised to the maximum value recorded for that subject regardless of gait. We used a repeated measures ANOVA to determine if gravity level had a significant effect on mean EMG for each gait (*P < 0.05). Error bars are standard errors of the mean and are sometimes small enough to be hidden by the symbol. constant reduction of H-reflex amplitude regardless of EMG level and not a change in the slope of the relationship between H-reflex amplitude and EMG. There are two reasons why our results could differ from the results in previous studies.
The first difference between our study and past studies is that Stein and colleagues (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) did not correct for systematic changes in the maximal evoked muscle response (i.e. maximal M-wave amplitude: M max ) throughout a stride of locomotion. Because the stimulating electrode can move relative to the nerve during locomotion, it is necessary to monitor the M-wave amplitude that results from directly stimulating the efferent nerve (Capaday, 1997) . By adjusting stimulus intensity to maintain the M-wave within a certain percentage of M max , it is possible to ensure that the number of motor axons stimulated remains relatively constant. If the number of motor axons stimulated remains relatively constant, then stimulus intensity to the afferent nerve also remains relatively constant. The recording electrodes can also move relative to the muscle fibres during locomotion. Changes in muscle geometry induced by muscle contraction influence myoelectrical amplitude (Gerilovsky et al. 1989) . Measuring M max throughout a stride of locomotion allows for the correction of this factor by scaling the amplitude of the M-wave to the M max at each instant throughout the stride (Simonsen et al. 1995; Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999) . Scaling the amplitude of the M-wave to M max at each instant throughout the stride ensures that a similar percentage of motor axons are stimulated. If a similar percentage of motor axons are stimulated, then the stimulus intensity to the afferent nerve is the same. Past studies assessing H-reflex gain (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) used the standing M max to scale the direct M-wave during locomotion. Thus, they used the same absolute value M-wave while we used the same percentage of the M max at each instant throughout the stride.
Changes in M max during locomotion may have contributed to differences in the results because not correcting for an increased M max could result in a greater slope for the walking linear regression. The greatest difference between M max during standing and M max during walking or running is at the end of the stance phase when EMG amplitude is low and decreasing (Figs 6 and 7) . Without correcting for the increased M max during locomotion, the stimulus level would be decreased relative to the rest of the stride. A lower relative stimulus could result in lower H-reflex amplitudes during the end of stance when EMG values are already low. The lower H-reflex amplitudes would probably not alter H-reflex gain calculations H-reflex gain under reduced gravity Figure 8 . Mean H-reflex amplitudes during walking and running at each gravity for all subjects We broke the stride period into 16 equal bins. Each data point represents the average for a bin. The size of the symbol reflects the gravity level (i.e. largest symbols are 1.0 G, smallest symbols are 0.25 G). Bin number 1 is the first time slice after heel strike. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. Figure 9 . Example of linear regression data for one subject Triangles denote walking data and circles denote running data. Each data point reflects data for a single time bin. The size of the symbol reflects the gravity level (i.e. largest symbols are 1.0 G, smallest symbols are 0.25 G). We fitted a linear least-squares regression to data points for each gravity level and gait for each subject. The calculated slope is a measure of H-reflex gain.
during running because H-reflex amplitudes at low EMG levels are already close to zero and the linear regressions have y-intercepts near the origin (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) . However, lower H-reflex values at low EMG levels during walking would result in calculation of greater slopes for the linear regressions because the linear regressions would have y-intercepts closer to the origin.
A second difference between our study and past studies is related to the inclusion of data for the linear regressions. Past studies have included data points in the linear regressions with very low level EMG amplitudes and very low level H-reflex amplitudes (see Fig. 4 in Capaday & Stein, 1987a and Fig. 2 in Edamura et al. 1991 ). As we discussed in the 'H-reflex gain calculations' section of Methods, inclusion of these data can force the linear regressions through the origin. To test the possibility that this difference in methods was the primary cause of the difference in slopes between walking and running, we reanalysed our data by progressively including more time slices with low EMG amplitudes. For every subject, we found that adding data points could produce linear regressions with significantly higher slopes for walking than for running. Including the additional data points from late in the stance phase and early in the swing phase also caused the y-intercepts for walking and running to both occur at the origin. These reanalysed results are in agreement with the results from previous studies (Capaday & Stein, 1987a; Edamura et al. 1991) .
What is the significance of a change in y-intercept instead of a change in slope? Capaday & Stein (1986 , 1987a have previously used the x-intercept of the line relating H-reflex amplitude and EMG amplitude as a measure of reflex threshold. The x-intercept theoretically represents the minimum level of EMG required for an H-reflex response. A positive x-intercept (and thus, a negative y-intercept) indicates that some pre-existing muscle activation is required to produce an H-reflex response for the given afferent stimulus. A negative x-intercept (and thus, a positive y-intercept) indicates that no pre-existing muscle activation is required to produce an H-reflex response for the given afferent stimulus. Our data show no difference in slope between walking and running, but there is a difference in y-intercept. Two lines that have the same slope but different y-intercepts also have different x-intercepts. We conclude that the primary difference in H-reflex modulation between walking and running is a difference in H-reflex threshold and not a difference in H-reflex gain. Walking has a lower H-reflex threshold than running. Thus, a given afferent signal from soleus muscle spindles will produce a greater efferent response during walking compared to running, but the difference between gaits does not depend on muscle recruitment level.
Neural mechanisms for H-reflex modulation
Identifying the differences in H-reflex modulation between gaits provides an insight into the neural mechanisms responsible for H-reflex modulation during locomotion. Stein et al. (1993) found a change in H-reflex threshold without a change in H-reflex gain when they used the drug baclofen to increase presynaptic inhibition of Ia afferents in a decerebrate cat. Baclofen is a drug that selectively affects y-aminobutyric acid receptors that are insensitive to bicuculline (i.e. GABA B receptors). GABA B receptors are present on Ia afferent terminals and act to
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Figure 10. Slope and y-intercept of the linear regressions at each gravity levels for all subjects Gravity level did not significantly change either linear regression slope (i.e. H-reflex gain) or linear regression y-intercept for either gait (P > 0.05). Slope was not significantly different for walking or running (P > 0.6), but y-intercept was significantly higher for walking compared to running (P < 0.001). Triangles denote walking data and circles denote running data. Error bars are standard errors of the mean and lines are linear least-squares regressions.
control entry of calcium ions into the presynaptic terminal (Curtis et al. 1997) . Baclofen produces a prolonged inhibition of the monosynaptic stretch reflex in cats by decreasing excitatory postsynaptic potentials (Curtis et al. 1997; Curtis & Lacey, 1998 ). Administering baclofen decreased soleus H-reflex amplitude by a constant amount at all levels of muscle activity (Stein et al. 1993) , similar to the differences between walking and running observed in our study.
Additional studies examining fictive locomotion in cats also suggest that GABA B receptors are involved in H-reflex depression during walking and running. When spinal locomotor circuits are active during fictive locomotion, they activate interneurons responsible for presynaptic inhibition of motor neurons (Menard et al. 1999) . A recent study revealed that the interneurons produce both a tonic inhibition and a phasic inhibition of Ia afferent excitatory postsynaptic potentials (Gosgnach et al. 1999) . The authors suggested that the tonic inhibition may be acting through GABA B receptors due to their longer-lasting depression effects while the phasic inhibition may be acting through GABA A receptors (i.e. those sensitive to bicuculline) due to their shorter depression effects (Gosgnach et al. 1999 ).
This hypothesis regarding GABA receptors would fit well with soleus H-reflex modulation in humans. H-reflex amplitude is lower during walking than during standing at the same level of muscle activation (Capaday & Stein, 1986) . Although the original data of Capaday & Stein (1986) indicated differences in both H-reflex gain and threshold between standing and walking, our data suggest there may not be a change in H-reflex gain between the two tasks. Capaday & Stein (1986) found that standing had a positive, non-zero y-intercept and walking had a y-intercept at the origin. Our results indicate that walking actually has a y-intercept on the positive y-axis and not at the origin. The difference in H-reflex modulation between standing and walking could solely be an increase in threshold for walking via the GABA B receptors. The difference between walking and running H-reflex modulation would then be a further increase in H-reflex threshold for running via the GABA B receptors. The phase-dependent modulation of H-reflex amplitude during walking and running could be explained by spinal locomotor circuits acting through GABA A receptors, although there is some evidence against this possibility (Misiaszek et al. 2000) . Alternatively, it has been suggested that phasedependent and gait-dependent H-reflex depression during locomotion may be caused by proprioceptive feedback related to leg movement (Brooke et al. 1997) and not by centrally generated motor patterns. However, recent studies limiting knee joint movement during human walking found no difference in H-reflex modulation compared to control conditions (Garrett et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 2000) . Future research needs to further explore the relative importance of centrally generated motor patterns and peripheral feedback on H-reflex modulation during locomotion.
Although our results support an increase in presynaptic inhibition of the H-reflex for running compared to walking, the physiological advantages for the increased inhibition are still unclear. Capaday & Stein (1987a) have suggested that depression of the H-reflex during running might be necessary to prevent saturation of the total motor output. A direct comparison of H-reflex amplitude between walking and running indicates that the absolute H-reflex amplitude is similar for the two gaits in spite of much higher muscle activation for running (Simonsen & Dyhre-Poulsen, 1999) . The nervous system might use presynaptic inhibition during locomotion to produce a relatively constant H-reflex response independent of muscle activation and rely on fusimotor activity to adjust stretch reflex responses for different gaits. Available data suggest that the soleus stretch reflex response contributes substantially to muscle activation during running (Dietz et al. 1979; Dietz, 1981) , so the increase in H-reflex inhibition does not appear to attenuate the stretch reflex response enough to prevent it from contributing during running. A conclusive advantage for an increase in H-reflex threshold during running remains to be found.
Muscle co-ordination and function
Studying soleus H-reflex modulation during movement may aid in revealing principles of intermuscular co-ordination. Soleus group I afferents have monosynaptic and polysynaptic connections to multiple leg muscles in addition to their autogenic pathways (PierrotDeseilligny et al. 1981; Fournier et al. 1984; Mao et al. 1984; Meunier et al. 1993) . Conversely, stimulation of group I afferents in other leg muscles can produce excitation and inhibition in the soleus H-reflex (PierrotDeseilligny et al. 1981; Mao et al. 1984; Meunier et al. 1990 Meunier et al. , 1993 . Both group Ia and Ib afferents contribute to this complex network of autogenic and heterogenic reflexes (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al 1981; Burke et al. 1984) and more recent studies indicate that cutaneous afferents play an important role in intermuscular co-ordination as well (Zehr & Stein, 1999) . A confounding factor, however, is that both autogenic and heterogenic reflex pathways are highly state dependent. Their magnitude and direction (i.e. excitation vs. inhibition) change to accommodate the muscular demands of the task, phase of the task, and mechanics of the environment (Nichols, 1989; Pearson & Ramirez, 1997; Zehr & Stein, 1999) . Deciphering general principles of intermuscular co-ordination is not easy, but identifying reflex function and modulation in the context of musculoskeletal mechanics is an important step (Nichols et al. 1999) .
The changes in muscle activity under simulated reduced gravity provide insight into the role of the leg muscles during human locomotion. In spite of a fourfold change in gravity level, there was only a modest decrease in soleus H-reflex gain under reduced gravity J. Physiol. 530.1 muscle activity. This is not entirely unexpected given that the soleus is made up of predominantly slow-twitch muscle fibres (Edgerton et al. 1975) . The nervous system normally recruits slow-twitch muscle fibres before fasttwitch muscle fibres and de-recruits fast-twitch fibres before slow-twitch fibres. Medial gastrocnemius mean EMG decreased in parallel with soleus mean EMG for running but decreased twice as much as soleus mean EMG for walking (Fig. 5) . Thus, the two muscles may be recruited as a functional unit during running but appear to be more independent during walking.
It was surprising that the vastus lateralis mean EMG was independent of gravity level for walking. This finding suggests that the vastus lateralis does not act to support body weight during initial stance as is often assumed (Skinner et al. 1985) . If the vastus lateralis was acting to support body weight, vastus lateralis mean EMG should have decreased when body weight was reduced under simulated reduced gravity. Our results alternatively suggest that quadriceps primarily decelerates the limb before ground contact to attenuate impact forces (Jefferson et al. 1990 ) and/or acts to balance hamstring moments about the knee to control the direction of the ground reaction force vector during walking (Jacobs & van Ingen Schenau, 1992; Simonsen et al. 1997) . In contrast to the walking results, there was a large decrease in vastus lateralis mean EMG during running. This is in agreement with its assumed role as an anti-gravity muscle, primarily generating force to counter bodyweight (Farley & McMahon, 1992) .
As might have been predicted from musculoskeletal mechanics, tibialis anterior mean EMG amplitude was not affected by gravity level during walking or running. The tibialis anterior is primarily active during swing. The simulator did not affect the gravity acting on the swinging limbs. Thus, the mechanical demand placed on the tibialis anterior probably did not change significantly across simulated gravity levels. However, while it may be biomechanically appropriate, a constant tibialis anterior activation holds important neural implications for soleus H-reflex modulation. The tibialis anterior has strong reciprocal and presynaptic inhibitory pathways onto the soleus (Lavoie et al. 1997; Pierrot-Deseilligny, 1997) and is probably involved in some manner with the phasedependent changes in H-reflex modulation during human locomotion (Schneider et al. 2000) . It would be interesting to know if tibialis anterior activity decreased under actual reduced gravity (e.g. on the moon) and if that reduction produced a concomitant change in H-reflex modulation.
The muscle activity results are the first published EMG recordings for human walking and running under simulated reduced gravity that we could locate in the literature. Some previous studies have examined EMG during walking with partial body weight support in humans with neurological deficits and in healthy subjects (Finch et al. 1991; Dietz et al. 1997; Harkema et al. 1997; Stephens & Yang, 1999) . However, the body weight support devices used in those studies had extremely stiff support mechanisms that raised the subject's centre of mass and restricted vertical movement of the trunk and pelvis (Finch et al. 1991; Harkema et al. 1997; Stephens & Yang, 1999) or massive counterweight support mechanisms that increased inertial forces during walking (Dietz et al. 1997) . The reduced gravity simulator used in this study had a compliant elastic support mechanism (i.e. rubber springs) that allowed similar centre of mass movement regardless of support level and did not increase inertial forces (He et al. 1991; Griffin et al. 1999) . This difference in support mechanics and additional differences in walking speeds between studies make it difficult to directly compare results. The most notable difference between our results and those from the partial body weight support studies is in vastus lateralis muscle activity. Our study was unique in finding that vastus lateralis mean EMG was independent of body weight load during walking. We suggest that additional altered gravity studies including biomechanical analyses could yield further insight into the function and control of leg muscles during human locomotion.
